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Screenprinting
Our screenprinting services are a great choice for home
or business. We excel at continuing your business’ brand
onto your staff shirts or prepping a fun shirt for your
upcoming party. Available printing colors run the whole
rainbow and often our shirt colors have just as many
choices. On top of that, the inks we use are eco-friendly.
Our entire catalogue is at your disposal.
• We offer not only t-shirts but a wide range of clothing,
from jackets and sweatpants to hats and aprons. Most
even have a whole rainbow of colors to choose from, so
don‘t feel limited. Child and toddler sizes are also
available in all sorts of styles.

A full-color CMYK print

• Our inks are phthalate and PVC-free, to create a safe,
non-toxic print that doesn’t leach in the wash. These
inks are good for everybody as well as the environment.
• Eco-friendly organic cotton shirts and other clothing
are also available.
• Why limit yourself to just the front or back of a
garment? We can print on sleeves, down pant legs, on
pockets, and elsewhere.
• If you want more than just a four-color screenprint,
we even offer full-color CMYK printing. Anything from
photos to paintings can be screenprinted right on
your clothing.

Hoodie with a two-color print

• Feel like ordering more? We keep our screens on hand
so that next time you order the same print, we can skip
recreating your artwork and get straight to printing your
design again.
• We offer full design services so that even if you’re not
sure how to take your idea all the way to print, you can
get a screenprint that is exactly what you’re looking for.
Getting the perfect look for your clothing has never
been easier. With our full design services and in-house
screenprinting, we can handle your project from start to
finish. Speak to us today and find out what we can do
for you.
A t-shirt with a one-color print
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